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This report summarizes my recent work on the construction of finite-
difference models of differential equations having zero truncation errors.1
The details of the calculations which fallow will not be given since a paper
is being written on these topics.
1. Unidirectional :gave Eauation
The unidirecticnai, linear :nave equation in one-dimension is
(1) u +u,=AuX
X = constai:t.
For the initial value crobLem, -ere
(2) u(x,o) = f(x )` = g-iven functicn,
the exact, general solution i0
(3) u(x,t) = 
ext
If we define
(4) u(xm'tn) = um
xm = (6x)m	 to = (FSt)n
where (m,n) are integers, then i t. is easy to prove that the following finite-
difference scheme is a zero truncation error -oriel of eq. (1):
(5a) um+1
= eah um-1
r^
=^ Ax =At=h
M
where
^•' (5b)
u 
	 = f ( (Ax) m)
^r	 t
i
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It should be pointed out that the conventional use of either the
Euler forward- or backward- difference schemes for either of the derivatives
in eq. (1) does not lead to eq. (5a). 2 In more detail, the "full" difference
scheme associated with eq. (1) which has zero truncation error is easily
gotten from N. (5a) and written out in detail is
^(+) un
	
A(-) u 
(6)	 t	 n +	 t	 m 
= a u 
can _ 1	 eAh - (	
m-1
where
	
(+) n
	
n+1	 n,(7a	 ©t a ,	 - um
(7b) A	 un = un - a„
x	 m	 -i
-Note that the conventional ar4 _ca tiCn of 1"Lnite differenco tec:_nioues
eo. (1) wound 4-ivre
(8)	
eta) 
u^	
,` ^ 1 u ^ 	 r
At
	 Ax
or some simi-l ar result, which does Ave z :tor_-:ero truncation error. Direct
comparison cf eqs. (6) and (8) s: :as +. at rrevious knowledge of finite-difference
models for differential eauauions =y not ce of great hein in the construction
of schemes with zero-truncation error.l'^
For practical problems w l ^lere e^. (',) is to be numerically integrated,
either eq. (5a) or eq. (o) may he used since they are mathematical equivalent
expressions. However, from a computational point of view, eq. (5a) should
be used.
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Recently, I ?-.ave deer_ able tc obtain a zero truncation error difference
model for the foi owin nonlinear, uni-directional wave equation
(9)	 ut + u; _ u	 (n _ ;ositive integer)
The general case is rati.er
 difficult to write down; however, for n = z, we have
(10a) uy + 
and the difference sci.er7e io
r,
(10r)
,,i'r ere
(10 c) "t = ::t
and
Jr.
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